Lenovo™ ThinkPad L570

THE POWER TO MOVE FORWARD WITH THE VERSATILITY TO REACH BACK

A powerful performer – Built for Legacy Business means you can rely on your ThinkPad L570 to get things done quickly, reliably, and securely.

Designed to offer a fundamental enterprise solution with legacy technology, the ThinkPad L570 15.6" business laptop will power you through your day. Get great performance, legendary reliability, and enterprise-worthy security from this versatile business machine.

WHY YOU SHOULD BUY THE LENOVO™ THINKPAD L570

Built for Legacy Business

The processor and memory will help you get things done quickly and easily, while enjoying the comfort and security you expect from a ThinkPad laptop.

Approved by a Show of Hands

Having been shipped on 100 million systems, the legendary keyboard delivers a more accurate and comfortable experience all day, every day. Take it from those who know - all 100 million of them.

Built on a Clean Foundation

L570 is now available with Microsoft Windows 10 Pro Signature Edition, which eliminates trialware and unwanted apps. No distractions for end users, easy to provision by IT Pros.

Unplug Without Fear

L570 has all the battery power you need – more than 11 hours – to move from your desk to meetings and elsewhere, and stay productive throughout the business day with plenty of charge left afterward.

Data’s Just a Click Away

With on board LTE-A (4G) connectivity – even when you're out of WiFi range, you can still access your data and apps with a simple click.

Amp Up Your Graphics

An optional discrete graphics card means your L570 will have more processing power to handle more graphics-intensive apps. Rely on a dedicated processor to rev up your graphics capability without draining precious processing power from your software.

WHO NEEDS THE LENOVO™ THINKPAD L570?

1. Business users who recognise the benefits of a powerful enterprise business laptop that will simply power them through their day.

2. Users who are less discerning about devices and technology, who just want the shortest, reliable route to getting the job done.

3. Professionals who see technology neutrally, but are aware that it helps boost their efficiency and connectivity – and will choose devices according to peer recommendation.
**Lenovo™ ThinkPad L570**

**WHAT'S IN A THINKPAD®**

![The gold standard in reliability since 1992](image)

**SPECIFICATIONS**

**Lenovo™ ThinkPad L570**

**PERFORMANCE**

**Operating System**
Up to Windows 10 Pro 64 bit

**Processor**
Up to Intel® Core™ 7th gen i7-7600U

**Storage**
- 1TB HD 5400RPM
- 2TB HD 5400RPM
- 500GB HD 7200RPM
- 500GB HD 7200 RPM OPAL 2.0
- 128GB SSD SATA 2.5"
- 128GB SSD M.2 2242
- 180GB OPAL 2.0 SATA 2.5"
- 256GB OPAL 2.0 SATA 2.5"
- 256GB PCIe NVME GEN 3 x 2 M.2 2280

**Memory**
Up to 32 GB (2 DIMM) DDR4 Memory

**Audio**
Stereo with Dolby® Audio™

**Camera**
HD 720p camera

**Graphics**
Intel® HD Graphics 520, 610, or 620

**Battery life**
Up to 14.8 hours*

**SECURITY**
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**CONNECTIVITY**

**1/0 ports**
1 x VGA, 1 x mDP, 4-in-1 card, 1 x Smart Card Reader (selected model), 1 x RJ45, 1 x Audio Jack, 4 x USB 3.0, WWAN SIM, Express Card Slot (selected model)

**WLAN**
Intel® 2 x 2 11 ac + Bluetooth® 4.1 M.2
Realtek (RTL8822BE) 2 x 2 11 ac + Bluetooth® PCIe M.2 module

**WWAN**
Sierra EM7455 4G LTE-A, Fibcom Intel® XMM760 Cat4 M.2 EMEA SKU
Sierra Wireless EM7455 4G LTE-A, Fibcom Intel® XMM760 Cat4 M.2 EMEA SKU

**DESIGN**

**Display**
15.6” HD 220 nits
15.6” FHD 250 nits IPS

**Dimensions (W x D x H)**
377mm x 255mm x 27.6mm / 14.84” x 10.04” x 1.08”

**Weight**
5.24 lbs / 2.38kg

**Colors**
Black

**CONNECTIVITY**

**I/O ports**
1 x VGA, 1 x mDP, 4-in-1 card, 1 x Smart Card Reader (selected model), 1 x RJ45, 1 x Audio Jack, 4 x USB 3.0, WWAN SIM, Express Card Slot (selected model)

**WLAN**
Intel® 2 x 2 11 ac + Bluetooth® 4.1 M.2
Realtek (RTL8822BE) 2 x 2 11 ac + Bluetooth® PCIe M.2 module

**WWAN**
Sierra EM7455 4G LTE-A, Fibcom Intel® XMM760 Cat4 M.2 EMEA SKU
Sierra Wireless EM7455 4G LTE-A, Fibcom Intel® XMM760 Cat4 M.2 EMEA SKU

**BATTERY LIFE**
Up to 14.8 hours*

* Based on testing with MobileMark 2014. Battery life varies significantly with settings, usage, & other factors.

**RECOMMENDED SERVICES**

Lenovo offers a comprehensive portfolio of services to support and protect your investment. Succeed with substance and let Lenovo Service support you all the way.

**PRIORITY TECHNICAL SUPPORT**
Makes your priority, our priority. 24 x 7 priority call routing to advanced-level technicians, electronic incident tracking, and escalation management services.

**WARRANTY UPGRADES—ON-SITE AND NEXT BUSINESS DAY**
Maximizes PC uptime and productivity by providing convenient and fast repair service at your place of business.

**WARRANTY EXTENSIONS (1-3 YEARS TOTAL DURATION)**
This fixed-term, fixed-cost service helps accurately budget for PC expenses, protect your valuable investment, and lower the cost of ownership over time.

**SECURITY**
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**CONNECTIVITY**

**I/O ports**
1 x VGA, 1 x mDP, 4-in-1 card, 1 x Smart Card Reader (selected model), 1 x RJ45, 1 x Audio Jack, 4 x USB 3.0, WWAN SIM, Express Card Slot (selected model)

**WLAN**
Intel® 2 x 2 11 ac + Bluetooth® 4.1 M.2
Realtek (RTL8822BE) 2 x 2 11 ac + Bluetooth® PCIe M.2 module

**WWAN**
Sierra EM7455 4G LTE-A, Fibcom Intel® XMM760 Cat4 M.2 EMEA SKU
Sierra Wireless EM7455 4G LTE-A, Fibcom Intel® XMM760 Cat4 M.2 EMEA SKU

**OPTIONS & ACCESSORIES**

- Microsaver DS Cable Lock
- ThinkPad Essential Topload
- ThinkPad USB 3.0 Secure Hard Drive
- ThinkPad Pro Dock

**WWW.LENOVO.COM**
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*Based on testing with MobileMark 2014. Battery life varies significantly with settings, usage, & other factors.*